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Variational Calculation of Low-energy Positron Life Time in Xe Atoms
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The least-squares variational method (LSVM) is used for determining trial wavefunctions representing low-
energy positron-xenon elastic scattering, which are used to determine the positron lifetime. The trial function is
taken to depend on several adjustable parameters, and is improved iteratively by increasing the number of terms.
The bound state wavefunctions are obtained using Hartree-Fock-Slater method. The 2γ-rays annihilation rates
of the positron in xenon atoms below Positronuim (Ps) formation threshold are calculated. Polarization potential
Vpl(r) is applied to enhance annihilation rates and lifetime. The present results of annihilation parameters are
consistent with semiempirical, theoretical and experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important and interesting feature of low-energy
positron collisions with atoms and molecules is the possibil-
ity of annihilation of the positron with one of the electrons
in the target. This has been the subject of extensive exper-
imental and theoretical work [1–2]. Only elastic scattering
or direct annihilation are possible when the positron incident
with energy less than the positronuim formation threshold.

Positron annihilation is a good tool to give useful informa-
tion about matter. It is important in the study of metals [3],
alloys [4], polymers [5] and super-conductors [6]. Particu-
larly, it has been confirmed that positron annihilation lifetime
technique is one of the most effective nondestructive tools for
providing valuable information about the electronic structure
and defects of materials and determination of the Fermi sur-
face in the single crystal which is useful in band structure
calculation [7,8].

A unique aspect of these interactions is the emission of γ-
rays when a positron annihilates with an electron. This signal
provides information about the interaction, and it is the ba-
sis of many types of measurements. For example, this signal
has been used to characterize defects and interfaces in solids
[9,10].

When positrons annihilate with atoms they annihilate pre-
dominantly with valence electrons because of the repulsive
potential exerted on the positron by the nuclei. However, a
small fraction of the positrons can tunnel through this repul-
sive potential and annihilate with inner-shell electrons. An
important implication of the inner-shell annihilation is the
emission of Auger electrons and consequent formation of
doubly ionized atoms. The positron-induced Auger electron
emission has been observed in condensed matter [11].

There have been several experimental and theoretical stud-
ies on positron-xenon interaction at low energy has been the
subject of several experimental works. One-electron Hartree-
Fock with random phase approximations [12] was employed
to calculate the scattering cross section of positrons on noble
gas and alkali atoms. The many-body theory methods [13]
are applied to study the interaction of low-energy positrons
with Xe atoms which described by means of a non-local
energy dependent-correlation potential. The polarized or-
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bital method[14] is applied to calculate the elastic scattering
cross section and annihilation rates of low energy positrons
on xenon atoms below the positronuim formation thresh-
old. The annihilation rate of room-temperature positrons in
low-density gaseous xenon-nitrogen mixtures has been mea-
sured[15].The annihilation rates were measured for positron
in xenon below Positronuim formation threshold [16].

The least squares variational method was applied to low
energy positron scattering from H, He [17] ,Ar [18], and Kr
[19]. It was applied to obtain the wave function of the con-
tinuum Auger electron emitted from an ionized Ne atom [20]
and developed to study positron-H molecules scattering [21].
Good results were obtained in the former calculations.

In this work the least squares variational method have been
applied to positron-xenon interaction at low energy below
Positronuim Ps formation threshold. For xenon, the Ps for-
mation threshold is at 5.33 eV (momentum∼ 0.63 ao-1).This
threshold is equal to the ionization energy of the atom mi-
nus the binding energy of a positronuim atom, namely half
a Rydberg, 6.8 eV . The interaction potential between the
positron and the atom is considered as a static potential and
the polarization potential is taken into account. In this method
the trial scattering function is taken to depend on several ad-
justable parameters, and is improved iteratively by increasing
the number of terms. The scattering wavefunction is used to
calculate the annihilation parameter Ze f f at each orbit of the
target as well as the positron lifetime.

II. THEORY

Annihilation into two γ-rays is far more probable than into
three γ-rays. The annihilation rate in a gas is [22]

λ = π r2
0 c ρ Ze f f (k), (1)

and the positron life time is given by

τ =
1
λ

(2)

where ro = em2/(mc2) is the classical radius of the elec-
tron, c the speed of light, ρ is the density of electrons per
atom available to the positron for annihilation and k is the
positron momentum. Ze f f is the effective annihilation param-
eter. The value of Ze f f which varies with the momentum of
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the positron, is a measure of the probability of the positron
being at the same position as one of the target electrons. It
is calculated from the elastic scattering wavefunction for the
positron - target system as follows:

Ze f f (k) = 〈Ψ(x,rN ;k)|
N

∑
i=1

δ(ri− x)|Ψ(x,rN ;k)〉 (3)

where Ψ(x,rN ; k) is the scattering wavefunction, including
all partial waves, for the system made up of the incident
positron with wave vector kand the target atom.x and rN stand
for the position vectors of the positron and the target (com-
posed of N electrons ) , respectively. A good agreement be-
tween the calculated value of Ze f f and an accurate experimen-
tal value, derived from measurements of the annihilation rate,
is therefore an important test of the quality of the scattering
wavefunction.

II.1. The least-Squares Variational Method and Trial
Wavefunction

For s-wave scattering process, the variational treatment
[17],[23] starts by defining a trial wavefunction |Ψn

t (x,rN ;k)〉.
It consists of two multiplicative wavefunction

|Ψn
t (x,rN ;k)〉= |ΦT (rN〉|Ψn

Sc(x;k)〉 (4)

where |ΦT (rN)〉 represents the target in its ground-state and∣∣Ψn
Sc(x;k)

〉
is the positron scattering wavefunction which is

composed of the angular part (Y0,0 =
√

1
/

4π) multiplied by
the radial part (Ψn

P(x;k)). We have

|Ψn
P(x;k)〉= an

∣∣∣_S (x;k)
〉

+bn∣∣Ĉ(x;k)
〉
+

n

∑
i=1

diχi(x) (5)

∣∣Ŝ(x;k)
〉

and
∣∣Ĉ(x;k)

〉
are the regular and irregular parts of the

scattering wavefunction, respectively.
∣∣Ĉ(x;k)

〉
should con-

tain a cut-off function to avoid the singularity at the origin.
This cut-off function will tend to zero at the origin and to
unity at infinity. |χi(x)〉 is a quadratic integrable wavefunc-
tion. |Ψn

P(x;k)〉 has to satisfy the boundary conditions:

|Ψn
P(0)〉= |0〉

|Ψn
P(x;k)〉 x→∞−→ an∣∣ Ŝ(x;k)

〉
+bn∣∣Ĉ(x;k)

〉
(6)

anbn and di are variational parameters. In this case the reac-
tance matrix R11 contains a single element which is identical
with the tangent of the s-wave scattering phase shift η0 and is
calculated by

R11 = tanη0 = bn/an (7)

The s-wave elastic scattering trial wavefunction for the sys-
tem may be written in abbreviated form as:

|Ψn
t 〉 = |S 〉 + R11 |C 〉 + |φn 〉 (8)

where S is the regular part ;

S = Ŝ . ΦT (rN ) =
1√
4π

Sincβ . ΦT (rN ) , (9)

Where, Sincβ = Sinβ

β
, β = (k x) . The function C, consists

of a cut-off function and the irregular part of the asymptotic
solution. It has the form

C = Ĉ . ΦT (rN) =
1√
4π

(1− Exp(− α x))(Coscβ) ΦT (rN ) ,

(10)
where Coscβ = Cosβ

β
and α is an adjustable ( free ) param-

eter which is selected from the values that give a plateau of
R11 ( see ref. [17] P.73 ). ΦT (rN )is the target ground state
wavefunction which can be expressed as a Slater determinant
of mutually orthonormal one-electron wavefunction ui in the
form:

ΦT (rN ) =
1√
N

det [u1 (r1 ) u2 (r2 ) u3 (r3 ) .....uz (rz ) ]

(11)
where N is the total number of electrons. According to the
central field model [24], ui (ri )can be expressed as

ui (ri ) =
1
ri

Rni `i Y`i mi ( r̂i ) ζ(σ ) , (12)

where Rni `i is the radial wavefunction, which is the solution
of the equation:

[
− d2

dr2
i

+
`i (`i + 1)

r2
i

+ Vi (ri )
]

Rni `i = εi Rni `i (13)

where Vi (ri )is the assumed potential energy function for the
field in which the atomic electron i moves. These func-
tions are generated from Cowan program using Hartree-Fock-
Slater method [24] with Hartree plus statistical exchange ap-
proximated potential.
Y`i mi ( r̂i ) are the usual spherical harmonics and ζ(σ )stands
for the spin wavefunction of the orbit i such that
ni , `i and mi are the corresponding principal, orbital and mag-
netic quantum numbers. The Hilbert-space part |φn (x , rN )〉
possesses the form

|φn (x , rN )〉 = ΦT (rN ) .
n

∑
i=1

di |χi (x)〉 =
n

∑
i =1

di |φi 〉

(14)
where

χi = xi Exp(−αx) and φi = χ i ΦT (15)

n refers to the dimension of the Hilbert-space part of the trial
wavefunction The next step in the variational treatment is to
select a proper test-wavefunction |φS 〉 and define the func-
tional

〈φS | H − E |Ψn
t 〉 = V (16)
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The linear variational parameters R11and di are chosen ac-
cording to the following variational principle:

δV 2 = 0 (17)

Thus, they are chosen following to a least-squares variational
principle in which all projections of the vector (H − E ) |Ψn

t 〉
on |φS 〉are minimum. The test wavefunction |φS 〉 is con-
structed [25-26] by:

|φS 〉 =
{
|S 〉 , |C 〉 ,

∣∣φ j
〉

; j = 1 , 2, .....n} . (18)

In this case we have the system of projections

(S |S ) + R11 (S |C ) +
n

∑
i=1

di (S |φi ) = V1

(C |S ) + R11 (C |C ) +
n

∑
i=1

di (C |φi ) = V2 (19)

(φ j |S ) + R11 (φ j |C ) +
n

∑
i=1

di (φ j |φi )

= Vj+2 ; j = 1,2, ....n

and the LSVM implies :

δ

n+2

∑
j=1

V 2
j = 0 (20)

The minimization of ∑
n+2
j=1 V 2

j = 0 guarantees that the vec-
tor (H−E ) |Ψn

t 〉has a minimum length. The variational
parameters are obtained by applying this variational princi-
ple. The matrix elements required for the employment of
the LSVM, namely (S |S ) , (S |C ) , (S |φi ) ,(C |S ) , (C |C ) ,
(C |φi ) , (φ j |S ) , (φ j |C ) , and (φ j |φi ) , have the general
form [17]:

(g | f ) = 〈g| E − H | f 〉 = 〈g | Ĥ | f 〉 = 〈g | f̂
〉

=
∫

π

0
Sinθdθ

∫ 2π

0
d ϕ

∫
∞

0
r2g f̂ dr (21)

The operator Ĥpossesses the form

Ĥ = (E − H ) , (22)

The total Hamiltonian ( in Rydberg units ) of positron-target
atom system has the form

H = HT − ∇
2
x + Vint (r , x)+Vpl(r) (23)

where HT being the Hamiltonian for the target atom, ∇2
x is

the kinetic energy operator for the incident positron, and
Vint (r, x)stands for the static interaction potential between
the positron and the target. The polarization potential Vpl(r)
is given the form [27]

Vpl(r) =−αd(1− exp(−r6
/

rc
6
)/2r4 (24)

The experimental value for the dipole polarizability is αd =
27.61 [28], and the cut off parameter rc =1.63 [27].

The total energy E of the system may be written, in Rydberg,
as

E = ET + k2 , (25)

where ET and k2 are the energy of the target and the kinetic
energy of the incident positrons, respectively.
Vint (r,x)is the interaction potential between the incident
positron and the target and is given by

Vint(r,x) =
2Z
x
−

N

∑
i

2
|x − ri |

(26)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The computation of the annihilation parameters was started
by the calculation of the orbital wavefunctions and energies
of the target atoms using Cowan computer code (program
RCN32 ). These wavefunctions are used for the calculation
of the positron-Xe atom interacting potential, then the matrix
elements are calculated numerically.

The construction of the matrix elements (S |S ) , (S |C ) ,
(S |φi ) ,(C |S ) , (C |C ) , (C |φi ) , (φ j |S ) , (φ j |C ) , and
(φ j |φi )are used in the LSVM program (LLSQ) with start-
ing value of the free parameter (non linear parameter) α and
certain value of n (the dimension of the Hilbert-space part
of the trial wavefunction). The optimum value of α is ob-
tained from the plateau curve (the stationary behavior for R11
with α). The minimum value of (H−E ) |Ψn

t 〉 is found at α=
1.45 and n=13. The s-wave elastic scattering cross-section
σe l (πa2

0 ) of positron by xenon atom below the positronuim
Ps formation threshold is drawn in figure (1) and compared
with the results of semiempirical model calculated by Mitroy
and Ivonove[2], and polarized orbital method calculated by
McEachran et al [14]. For xenon, the Ps formation threshold
is at 5.33 eV (momentum ∼ 0.63 a−o 1). The s-wave elastic
scattering cross section (in πa2

0 units) is related to the phase
shift by the following relation

σe l =
4
k2 Sin2 ( η 0) (27)

The figure shows the elastic scattering σe l decreases
rapidly as the energy of the incident positron increases from
zero to Positronuim threshold.

The electrons and positron wavefunctions are used to com-
pute the annihilation parameter Ze f f for valence and inner
subshells. The total Ze f f are found by adding the contribu-
tion of different subshells using equation (3) which can be
rewritten as:

Ze f f (k) =
1

4π

∫
dr
[

Sink r + R11 Cosk r
(
1 − e−αr )

+
n

∑
i=1

di e−αr ri

]2

∑
j

(
Rn j ` j

)2 (28)

The annihilation parameter Ze f f is computed numerically .It
is found that it is sensitive to the chosen wave function pa-
rameters.
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FIG. 1: The s-wave cross section for positron-xenonn scattering as
a function of positron momentum k in (a-1). The solid line are the
present results. The dashed lines are the results of semiempirical
model calculated by Mitroy and Ivonove [2]. The dotted lines are
the results of polarized orbital method calculated by McEachran et
al [14]

At low energies the dominant contribution to annihilation
parameter Ze f f is from s-wave scattering. The dependence of
the total Ze f f on the positron momentum, k, over the range
0 = k= 1.2 which are plotted, together with the total Ze f f , in
figure (2). This figure shows that our theoretical calculations
have the same behavior as that calculated by semi-empirical
model [2], polarized orbital method [14] and the experimen-
tal work of J.P. Marler et al[16]. The annihilation parameter
Zeff reveal an initial decrease as positron energy is increased
from zero, instead of Ze f f continuing to decrease, it starts to
increase at positron energies just below the positronuim for-
mation threshold. The annihilation parameters Ze f f is about
150 for positron temperature 293K (thermal energy ∼ 0.024
eV, momentum ∼ 0.042a−1

o ) which means that at room tem-
perature probability that the positron annihilate is great. The
present value of Zeff is less than the measurements of UCL
group [29,30] which is 400-450 and the measurements of San
Diego group, (Ze f f = 400) [31,32].

For positron momentum greater than ∼ 0.4a−1
o , the curve

falls, this needs explanation. More improving of the wave
function through increasing the number of terms and tak-
ing the virtual Positronuim formation into account can help.
When positrons interact with atoms they annihilate predom-

 

FIG. 2: The momentum dependence of Zeff of positron. The solid
line are the present results. The dotted lines are the results calculated
by Mitroy and Ivonove[2]. The dashed lines are the McEachran et al
results [14]. The solid circles are the experimental work of Marler
et al [16].

 

FIG. 3: The momentum dependence of the annihilation parameter
Zeff of positron with different shells of positron – Xe atoms
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inantly with valence electrons, since the repulsive force be-
tween the positrons and nucleus keeps the positrons away
from inner electrons. However small fraction of positrons
can tunnel to inner electrons region and annihilate with some
of them. The annihilation parameter Ze f f have calculated at
each shell of the Xe-atom using equation (28). The contribu-
tion of them to the annihilation parameter Ze f f are shown in
figure (3).

Figure (3) shows that positrons annihilate predominantly
with electrons of upper shells. For the principal quantum
numbers n=3 and n=4 the annihilation parameter Ze f f is
roughly proportional to the number of electrons in the s,
p, and dsubshells, namely, 2, 6, and 10, respectively. The
Ze f f of 1S shell is expected to become practically zero, as
the positron momentum approaches zero since the positron
would have no kinetic energy to penetrate the inner shells re-
gion. From figures the Ze f f of 1S shell is the same behavior
as the experimental and theoretical Ze f f which is great at zero
positron energy and then decreases rapidly as the positron en-
ergy increase to Positronuim threshold. This paradox needs
more theoretical and experimental work to solve. The lifetime

 

FIG. 4: The dependance of positron lifetime on its momentum

of free positron in xenon atom is drawn in figure (4). The fig-
ure demonstrates the monotonic increase of the lifetime as
the momentum of the incident positron increases, but it starts
to decrease slowly as the positron momentum approach the
Positronuim formation threshold.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work I have shown how the least-squares variational
method (LSVM) can be developed for scattering wave func-
tion which used to calculate the annihilation rate of positrons
in xenon atom as well as the lifetime. Hartree-Fock-Slater
method is used to generate the orbital wavefunctions for
xenon atom The minimum value of (H−E) |Ψn

t 〉 is found
at α= 1.45 and n=13. The electron and positron wavefunc-
tions are used to compute the annihilation Ze f f . The contribu-
tions of Ze f f Ze f f has calculated numerically for valence and
inner subshells of Xe-atom. It is found an agreement with
a previously calculated and experimental values. The least-
squares variational method (LSVM) is applied successfully
for positron-Xe in this work. The least-squares variational
method (LSVM ) can be applied safely to positron-atom scat-
tering.
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